D rug development has typically been a primary foundation of strategy for systematic, long-range management of pathogenic cells. However, drug development is limited in speed and flexibility when response is needed to changes in pathogenic cells, especially changes that produce drug-resistance. The high replication speed and high diversity of phages are potentially useful for increasing both response speed and response flexibility when changes occur in either drug resistance or other aspects of pathogenic cells. We present strategy, with some empirical details, for (1) using modern molecular biology and biophysics to access these advantages during the phage therapy of bacterial infections, and (2) initiating use of phage capsid-based drug delivery vehicles (DDVs) with procedures that potentially overcome both drug resistance and other present limitations in the use of DDVs for the therapy of neoplasms. The discussion of phage therapy includes (a) historical considerations, (b) changes that appear to be needed in clinical tests if use of phage therapy is to be expanded, (c) recent work on novel phages and its potential use for expanding the capabilities of phage therapy and (d) an outline for a strategy that encompasses both theory and practice for expanding the applications of phage therapy. The discussion of DDVs starts by reviewing current work on DDVs, including work on both liposomal and viral DDVs. The discussion concludes with some details of the potential use of permeability constrained phage capsids as DDVs.
Introduction
Expansion of strategy is needed for systematic, long-range response to changes in pathogenic cells, especially changes that involve increase in drug-resistance. In pursuit of this expansion, our text is divided into 2 sections. The first section presents a proposal for expansion of strategy for phage therapy of bacterial disease. We will propose expansion that is based on data from recent studies of both isolation/ propagation of novel phages and rapid characterization of all phages. The second section begins by describing recent work on drug delivery vehicles (DDVs). It continues by describing DDV-favorable characteristics of phages. It concludes by introducing the possibility of obtaining improved performance with a DNA-free DDV derived from a DNA packaging intermediate of the related phages, T3 and T7.
Phage Therapy
Historical considerations Management of bacterial infections is compromised when bacteria become resistant to antibiotics either by entering biofilms or by mutating to antibioticresistance (or both). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Bacteria resistant to all known antibiotics are typically called "superbugs" in the media. 1, 2 We will retain this terminology. Phage therapy can, in theory, respond to both superbug emergence and other barriers to management of bacterial infections, such as biofilm formation. Phage therapy is the use of bacterial viruses (phages) to clear a bacterial infection. Lytic phages are used. Phage therapy is normally done with a mixture of several phages (phage cocktail). Importantly, the phage cocktail can be rapidly changed in response to changes in bacteria. Changes in bacteria include development of drug resistance. No harm to humans from phage therapy has ever Keywords: biofilms, cancer therapy, cryoelectron microscopy, drug-delivery vehicles, infectious diseases, novel bacteriophages been reported, as far as we know (see references 7-13).
Sometimes phage therapy works; sometimes it does not work. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Our response is that work should be done to increase success frequency by using modern molecular biology/biophysics to continuously reoptimize phage cocktail composition and use. We will discuss details, several based on characterization of phage DNA. To begin, we note that phage DNA can be obtained, free of significant host DNA, with rapid procedure that does not include phage purification. 14 The DNA length can be rapidly determined by the »30 year-old procedure of pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). Finally, analysis of genome sequence can become a major factor in the design of phage cocktails. The reason is that, within the last 5 years, complete phage genome sequencing, with informatic analysis of the roles of genes, has become possible within weeks, if not days, after phage isolation.
Our proposed expansion of phage therapy has a foundation in current practice. The Eliava Institute in Georgia, former USSR, 13 has implemented a strategy that includes re-optimizing their phage cocktails to respond to (1) evolution of any given bacterial target, including evolution to drug resistance, and (2) introduction of new bacterial targets. The deliberate changing of cocktails prevents the doing of the usual, clinical tests for effectiveness. These tests depend on a defined composition of therapeutic compound(s) and the use of negative controls, as also promoted in the popular literature. 15 Tests of this latter type include those done with the Salk polio vaccine. 16 Thus, before discussing details of constructing phage cocktails, we discuss how alternative clinical tests, i.e., tests without negative controls and with a phage cocktail of deliberately varied composition, might be performed.
Suggested expansion of the clinical tests performed
An alternative clinical test is suggested by the following example. A person decides to try phage therapy after being chronically infected for several years with, let's say, a biofilm-forming Staphylococcus. [3] [4] [5] [6] This person has a swab sent and tested and, then, goes for phage therapy.
The phage therapy is time-correlated with a decrease in bacterial load. Within a couple of weeks after phage therapy, the person is no longer infected. That is to say, the original trajectory of the disease was changed at the point in time at which the phage therapy occurred. The possibility always exists that the trajectory change would have occurred without the phage therapy, although this idea strains credulity in the case of a person chronically infected for years.
To obtain statistics, this test is repeated. However, importantly, it is repeated with an optimized cocktail that will typically vary with details of infection. The optimization procedure (discussed below) is what (1) remains constant and (2) is being tested. As the optimization procedure becomes more extensively informed, its useful range will widen. Optimally, all bacterial infections would eventually be under a single procedure. Even at the beginning of optimization, the useful range should encompass emergence of antibiotic resistant versions of a single bacterial type, such as the sometimes lethal, carbapenem resistant (CRE) strains. Effective antibiotic therapy is not available for CRE strains. 17, 18 A second alternative test is to determine details of how the recovery occurs, rather than the percentage of recovered patients. Indeed, this latter test was used in the pre-antibiotic era. For example, in the case of typhoid fever, phage therapy altered the recovery trajectory so that fever spiked within 3-6 hours and then decreased to normal in another 9.5-24 hours, typically with elimination of Salmonella. 19, 20 For the skeptical reader, we note that, in the case of live polio vaccines, similar tests appear to have been major factors used to justify adoption in several countries, including the United States. What appears to have happened is the following (more work on the history is needed). (1) After attenuated, live virus vaccines were tested with animals, success with humans was initially monitored via establishment of an intestinal infection and, then, antibody response. 22 (2) Subsequent field tests were based on the disease trajectory, without negative controls. These tests were conducted in the (then) Belgian Congo, Poland, Croatia and Switzerland. 23 After a series of political intrigues, the (then) USSR conducted vaccination of a portion of its population with the live virus, Sabin vaccine. This vaccination was accompanied by improvement in the polio outcome, although the numerical details appear to have been sub-optimally documented. 24, 25 These results stimulated other countries to adopt the live virus, Sabin vaccine. That is to say, we are proposing use of an old concept re-cast in modern terms.
Indeed, as the superbug phenomenon becomes more frequent, the need for phage therapy and expanded testing procedures become more important. This conclusion is a product of common sense, especially given that new antibiotics take years to develop. Furthermore, new antibiotics are less effective, by a factor of 100-1,000, when the targeted bacteria form bacterial biofilms. 26 Thus, for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), advantages exist in the making of the needed additions to standards for testing of effectiveness.
The superbug phenomenon may already be approaching this level in the area of citrus trees, as illustrated by the following quotes from the popular press concerning citrus greening disease (a disease caused by Candidatus Liberibacter americanus): 27 "If we don't find a cure soon, we won't be growing oranges in Florida much longer." "The future of the citrus industry is at stake." 28 With the assistance of private foundation funding, we began a genomics-and phage therapymotivated effort to isolate and characterize phages that are not detectable by conventional means (to be called novel phages) and, therefore, have the potential to provide the needed expansion of phage therapy.
Novel and unusual phage characteristics: expansion of phage therapy
The phages isolated in this project include a Bacillus thuringiensis phage (called 0305phi8-36) that we use here to illustrate how "novel" a newly isolated phage can be. Phage 0305phi8-36 is a myovirus with (1) Figure 1 , below) are indistinguishable from those of an another aggregating phage observed in electron micrographs of thin sections of human dental plaque, a biofilm. 33 The dental plaque-associated phage particles in reference 33 are not only aggregated, but appear to be part of the supporting structure of the biofilm. These observations suggest that biofilm-directed optimization of phage therapy might include either (1) increasing lytic character of endogenous phages of biofilms or (2) blocking the aggregation of the endogenous phages (or both). Neither of these methods has ever been attempted to our knowledge. 5. Features of the DNA-enclosing shell of the capsid. The DNA-enclosing protein shell of phage 0305phi8-36 has protruding features in a position to regulate environmental interactions. This conclusion was drawn from cryoelectron microscopy of phage 0305phi8-38 after imaging thousands of particles, a few of which are in Figure 1A . After use of an advanced 3D reconstruction algorithm (Legend to Fig. 1 ), we obtained a 15A
3D density map of the DNA-enclosing protein shell (Fig. 1B) . The protruding features (a) extend from both hexamers (red) and pentamers (pink), arranged in a T D 13 icosahedral lattice, and (b) are most easily seen at the top right in Figure 1B . The lattice includes at least 3 proteins, the location of which is currently under investigation. One of these proteins is possibly gp81, a major capsid protein with a gene that is distant from the other genes with products involved in Images were recorded in a 300 kV, JEM-3200FSC electron microscope with phage specimens at liquid nitrogen temperature. Thousands of particle images, as in (A), were subsequently processed by an image reconstruction method (MPSA software 89 ), which includes icosahedral symmetry averaging, to generate the reconstruction in (B). The software, first, determines the alignment parameters of each image and then fills Fourier space from the 2D particle images. It subsequently generates a preliminary reconstruction by Fourier inversion. The software, then, iteratively improves the reconstruction until convergence. This type of structural approach has been previously used to determine the C-a backbone trace of the proteins forming capsid shells. morphogenesis. 32 Further work is needed to reveal whether the projections of Figure 1B do help to regulate environmental phage interactions. If they do, then cryo-electron microscopy adds to capacity for interpreting capsid gene sequences and optimizing phage cocktails.
In addition, as described in the next section, phage 0305phi8-36 has unusual propagation characteristics. Other phages have other novel and unusual characteristics of propagation, but have been less well characterized. These latter characteristics include propagation along a line (only) within the gel-containing medium of a Petri plate (unpublished observations). This characteristic suggests that propagation has a requirement for a gel structure that only exists along the line. These latter phages have all failed to repropagate, thus far.
Improving the propagation of 0305phi8-36 and other large phages
In spite of their potential usefulness, in the past, both phage 0305phi8-36 and some other "large" phages are likely to have been invisible to the 2 most frequent phage detection procedures. Specifically, phage 0305phi8-36 could not have been detected by single plaque assay in the conventional 0.7% agar gels, given the non-formation of plaques in agarose (and agar) gels more concentrated than 0.4%. Pinpoint plaques are formed in 0.4% agarose gels. 29 Thus, in the past, traditional single-plaque assays probably missed many, possibly most, phages of this type.
In addition, detection by liquid enrichment culture is also unlikely because 0305phi8-36 stops propagating before visible lysis in liquid cultures. 29 Another "large" phage known to be in this category is Pseudomonas chlororaphis phage 201phi2-1, a lytic phage in the phiKZ family, genome length D 316.674 Kb. [34] [35] [36] The largest known phage, G (GenBank: genome length D 497.513 Kb), is similar. Phage G propagates poorly in liquid culture and very well in medium with a dilute agarose gel.
A consequence is that, in liquid culture, 0305phi8-36 co-evolves with its host, as judged by presence of both phage and host in stationary cultures, after 12 consecutive 1/200 fresh medium dilutions, each followed by overnight propagation to stationary phase (unpublished observations). This phage/host coevolution has been previously observed and thought to be a barrier for use in phage therapy of the phages involved. 37, 38 The factor limiting 0305phi8-36 propagation in liquid media (whatever it is) loses influence when dilute agarose is present. This is shown by the formation of clear, large plaques in overlays of dilute (0.05-2.0%) agarose. 29, 30 Empirically, »0.02% agarose (below the minimum gelling concentration) is the lower limit for the agarose concentration that is needed for phage-induced clearing of bacterial turbidity in the upper layer of Petri plates (unpublished data). Hydrated polymer-sensitivity of this type potentially provides the following advantage: increase in propagation when a phage particle receives a signal of the presence of susceptible host cells sufficiently concentrated to expand the phage population. The signal, in this case, would be the presence of hydrated polymer at relatively high concentration. This advantage would be especially strong for phages in the dry, hot (120-140 F on most summer days) soil from which 0305phi8-36 was isolated in Southern Texas, USA.
If improved phage therapy cocktails are to include 0305phi8-36-like (large) phages, then a phage propagation-stimulant, like dilute agarose, will be important, possibly necessary, for some of them. Other polymers and non-polymer compounds may also act as adjuvants and, indeed, phage stabilizers. For example, glucose (5%) was in the early cocktails used for phage therapy. 20, 21 Poultices and possibly related topics Polymer-enhancement of phage propagation raises interest in the tradition of using polymer-containing poultices to manage surface infections. We note that, historically speaking, poultices, like phage therapy, sometimes worked and sometimes did not. 39, 40 Failures were caused, in part, by contaminating bacteria. 39 This problem should be solvable by reducing the concentration of poultice-associated bacteria, while maintaining the active components of poultices, including phages (see reference 14) . The underlying assumption is that a foundation for using poultices does exist. Poultices typically have soil and plant components and are probably rich in polymers that include at least starch and cellulose (example 40 ). They are also possibly rich in phages. Nonetheless, use of polymer-enhancement of phage propagation has, to our knowledge, not been attempted during phage therapy.
Indeed, use of polymers might be more productive than one might think based on traditional phage therapy. The reason is that some polymers may, at the appropriate concentration, enhance propagation of phages endogenous to the biofilm(s) that is the target of therapy. Testing the therapeutic capacity of phage-free polymers is a rational strategy for improving the management of (intractable) biofilm-carried diseases such as citrus greening disease.
However, polymer-induced lysis of bacteria, including bacteria in biofilms, does not necessarily imply activation of phages. Such lysis can be achieved more directly with polymers that have both cationic and hydrophobic groups and, therefore, have cationic detergent character. 41, 42 This latter lysis is not analogous to the polymer-induced phage activation of the previous paragraphs. The reasons are that lysis by the cationic detergent-like polymers (1) occurs in biofilms generated by pure bacterial cultures, (2) often occurs "on contact" and (3) occurs via immediate damaging effects on bacterial membranes. 41, 42 However, cationic polymer-activation of endogenous phages is still a possible (apparently unexplored) factor in the wild.
Proposed strategy Based on the above considerations, we propose that the following iteratively used strategy is reasonable for expansion of phage therapy. This strategy has clinical goals and does not require knowing the underlying mechanisms. Speed is all-important, especially if used for superbugs. The basic science, including the construction of gene trees, comes later and presumably will inform step (2), above. Speed is increased by sequencing DNA that had been purified without purifying the phage.
14 This latter aspect also bypasses the problem that many phages do not survive conventional purification in, for example, cesium chloride density gradients.
To select phages for a cocktail, the data to be integrated include at least the following. (1) Plaque turbidity provides a preliminary evaluation of whether a phage is lytic. Lytic phages are desired, possibly essential. Lytic character is further tested via sequencing/informatics. (2) Plaque size and border sharpness, coupled with response to changing the concentration of the plaque-supporting gel, provide a preliminary estimate of phage size. 29 These results are tested and refined, within hours, by in situ (in-plaque) fluorescence microscopy 30 and, within 2 days, by PFGE of expelled DNA obtained without isolating phage particles.
14 (3) In situ fluorescence microscopy also provides a phage aggregation phenotype. A preliminary indication can also be obtained by visually observing plaques. 30 (4) Informatic analysis of DNA sequences (again, obtained without phage purification) and cryo-EM analysis, together with 3D reconstruction at high resolution, will generate new criteria for selecting phages for phage cocktail construction. (5) Testing effects of both polymers and other non-phage cocktail components optimizes the type and amount of these components, given the phages of the cocktail and the information in (1)-(4). Polymers would presumably be effective only until dilution occurs. Dilution would occur relatively slowly during use with biofilms. (6) Finally, determination of the state of the bacterial target, including the degree of biofilm participation, will influence both phage and polymer selection.
Some aspects of criteria (1)- (3), previous paragraph, were accessible with 1920-1930s technology. They may have been used at that time, consciously or not, to optimize outcomes. In updated versions of this strategy, one might, for example, begin optimization at step (2) by selecting both (a) at least one large phage, like phages 0305phi8-36 and 201phi2-1, that is likely to have numerous genes for adapting to various bacterial niches, and (b) at least one small, rapidly propagating phage, like coliphages T3 and T7, that is likely to be relatively effective in rapidly killing bacterial cells in solution. One easily imagines synergism between phages of these 2 types.
A key reason for using the above strategy is that it provides a response to emerging superbugs, whatever the direction and the speed of superbug evolution. A major risk of focusing entirely on antibiotics is that the superbugs evolve more rapidly than we can produce new antibiotics.
Initiating Phage Capsid Therapy
We now turn the advantages of phage biology toward providing a "yes" answer to the following question. Can we use phages to significantly improve cancer therapies, at least for solid tumors?
The following is already on the "yes" side of the ledger for this question. (1) Chemotherapeutic drugs are effective, but their effectiveness has been limited by toxicity. (2) Nonetheless, lowering of drug toxicity can be achieved by drug packaging in a nano-sized drug delivery vehicle (DDV). An example is Doxil, a product already in use for »20 y. Doxil is based on loading the drug, doxorubicin, in liposomes. [44] [45] [46] [47] ( 3) The effectiveness of Doxil is increased by the hyper-loading of doxorubicin. The hyper-loading is performed by, first, generating an inside-liposome-to-outside-liposome decreasing ammonium sulfate concentration gradient and, then, allowing diffusion-driven "running down" of this gradient in the presence of doxorubicin. This "running down" drives the "running up" of a doxorubicin concentration gradient (remote loading). 47 Other (in some cases simpler, as described below) types of chemical potential gradient-driven remote loading can be used, in theory. (4) Targeting to neoplastic cells has been achieved, for several DDVs, via either the relatively high permeability of tumor blood vessels (enhanced permeability and retention, or EPR, effect) or the covalent attachment of targeting ligands to the surface of the DDV. The targeting ligands include transferrin and folate. [44] [45] [46] [47] (5) Drug release from DDVs is, in theory, achievable via conditions in the lysosomes of targeted cells. These conditions include the lowered pH of lysosomes, typically lower than 4. 48, 49 In summary, investigators have already moved significantly toward success.
On the "no" side of the ledger, the use of a DDV both has encountered and will encounter 3 major limitations, no matter what DDV is used: (a) removal of the DDV to the spleen and liver, by what is usually called the reticulo-endothelial system (RES), (b) insufficient accuracy in targeting the DDV to neoplastic cells, which results in increased toxicity and (c) additional inaccuracy of both the time and place of drug release generated by, for example, DDV leaking. Leaking also causes increase in toxicity. Drug leaking occurs with those current DDVs loaded without covalent attachment to the DDV. [44] [45] [46] [47] However, covalent attachment is not necessary to prevent leaking (below).
Uniformity of DDVs
Although overall uniformity is not essential for an effective DDV, uniformity of some DDV characteristics assists achieving of both leak-tightness and targeting specificity. Some investigators have flagged both size heterogeneity and aggregation as major limiting factors, because of the influence on both toxicity control and the post-inoculation DDV fate. Storage stability is another, obvious factor. 45, 47 The National Institute of Standards (USA) allows use of the term, monodisperse, when size uniformity is equivalent to §2% for a Gaussian distribution. 45, 50 Uniformity would presumably also be an advantage for obtaining FDA approval.
Also, particle heterogeneity limits quality control. One reason is the apparent absence of procedure for determining distributions of the following 2 characteristics of outer DDV edges, when heterogeneity exists: effective radius (R E ) and average electrical surface charge density (s; proportional to zeta potential) (see references 45 and 47) .
The limitations caused by this absence are increased when the DDV is covalently coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) at its surface. The reasons are the high water content and low density of the PEG layer. 47 PEG has been coated on the surface of some DDVs primarily for the purpose of evading the RES. [44] [45] [46] [47] Nonetheless, for other particles, distribution of both R E and s can be observed by use of a high-resolution, 2-dimensional, native gel electrophoresis. 51 Investigators apparently have not yet tried this procedure for DDVs.
Leakiness of DDVs
Leakiness of DDVs has compromised all liposome-based preparations [44] [45] [46] [47] and presumably will do the same for other phospholipid vesicle-derived DDVs, such as "virosomes" made of phospholipids from influenza virus. 52 Nonetheless, leakiness is essential for drug delivery with these DDVs because liposome-based DDVs do not have a gate that can be opened and closed accurately. In the case of Doxil, a delicate balance exists between leakiness (and toxicity) too high and leakiness (and delivery) too low. 47 The best solution would be the development of a DDV that has a gate that is (1) opened to load the DDV and compatible with at least one form of remote loading, (2) closed after loading until (3) opened at the target site, possibly by the low pH of lysosomes (gated DDV). With a gated DDV, the drug(s) loaded would have diminished importance. Any cellkilling drug would work with a perfectly targeted and gated DDV.
Some advantages of phage-based DDVs
We project that use of phage-based DDVs will progressively whittle down limitations to the use of DDVs. To begin the presentation of details, phages make capsids with homogeneous, nucleic acidcontaining shells. For icosahedral and related phages, the capsid size (without the tail) is in the 20-160 nm range. Typically, the size variability for these phages is less than 25% of what is defined above as monodisperse, based on cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstructions, as described below. Zeta potential (and s) usually does not vary ( §5%), as judged by dilute gel electrophoresis (review 51 ). Furthermore, phages are the most rapidly reproducing biological entities. Thus, phage-based DDV optimization can be performed via the use of directed laboratory evolution that is more rapid than, for example, the evolution of metastatic eukaryotic cancer cells. Phage T7 and the related phage, T3, only take 13-15 minutes at 37 C to reproduce by a factor of about 100; plaques form in 2.5 hr. Importantly, directed laboratory evolution bypasses the need for detailed knowledge in order to be successful in improving the (1) bypassing of the RES, (2) targeting to specific cells, and (3) opening and closing of a gate for the loading/sealing/delivery aspect of DDVs. By contrast, directed evolution is not an option with current liposome-based DDVs.
Finally, detailed structures are obtainable for phage capsids, as illustrated by Figure 1 . These structures can help in the design of either a phage-or a phage capsid-based DDV. In the interest of genomic stability, DDVs from DNA phages are preferred to DDVs from RNA phages because of the higher fidelity of DNA replication and, therefore, lower genetic drift of DNA-based DDVs. 53, 54 In the most advanced previous, cancer therapy-directed use of directed viral evolution, the cell tropism of Sindbis virus (single-stranded RNA virus) was changed by surface peptide display, followed by directed evolution. Each half-round of a 4-round, bi-phasic selection required »2 days. 54 So, minimally, 16 d were used to change tropism. This compares with less than 0.5 day projected for a T3/T7 phage counterpart. In addition, phage evolution can be accelerated via procedures (reference 55, for example) of continuous culture to select for specific tumor cell binding. Continuous cultures can run 24 hours per day. Phage-based DDV uptake would occur by endocytosis, which is not phage programmed and is different from Sindbis virus uptake.
RNA viral DDVs in practice
Currently, DDVs are neither uniform nor gated if made entirely in vitro via human design. 45, 47 By contrast, Mother Nature has provided uniformity in virusbased DDVs. Mother Nature has also provided gating for double-stranded DNA virus-based DDVs, as described below. Single-stranded RNA, icosahedral plant viruses have already been developed as potential DDVs. Drug loading was performed either (1) by non-covalently binding drugs to the packaged RNA of in vivo-assembled virus particles 49 or (2) by covalently conjugating drugs to RNA and then packaging the conjugated RNA via the in vitro mimicking of in vivo coassembly of shell protein and RNA. The in vitro product is called a virus-like particle (VLP). 56 During this in vitro assembly, multiple RNAs are encapsulated in a single plant VLP, if each RNA has a stem-loop-containing nucleation sequence. 56, 57 Singlestranded RNA viruses, in general, coassemble a protein shell and RNA (review 57 ). The structure of the RNAenclosing shell is uniform enough so that cryo-electron microscopy-based 3D reconstructions are performed at »3 Angstroms resolution without sorting of particles. 58, 59 Major disadvantages of plant viral DDVs are that (1) plant viral genetics is minimal and (2) directed evolution for plant viruses is slower than for phages.
In recent work, these limitations decrease when DDVs are based on singlestranded RNA, icosahedral phages, rather than plant viruses. The primary phage used is MS2. Phage MS2-based DDVs are similar to either previous plant viral or liposomal DDVs in the following ways.
(1) The payload is typically covalently joined to either the viral RNA or a shortened version that has a stem-loop, assembly nucleation, RNA sequence. (2) The procedure for production is in vitro coassembly of RNA and protein. (3) PEG, covalently linked to the shell, is used to evade the RES. (4) Targeting peptides, covalently linked to the shell, generate specificity. In one study, these peptides produce uptake by hepatocarcinoma cells, but not normal liver cells, in culture. 60 A RNA phage-based DDV has the advantage of being genomically coded. Mature phage MS2 has been converted to a display vector. 61 Thus, this RNA phagebased system appears to be the first for which one can obtain desired DDV characteristics via directed evolution of either displayed peptide or viral shell without displayed peptide.
However, all single-stranded RNA phage-based DDVs have the following limitations. (1) The single-stranded RNA genome is expected to have less genomic stability than a DNA genome. 53, 54 (2) Remote loading (for drug concentration increasing) is not simple and is not yet achieved. Typically, about 80 drug molecules are currently loaded in a shell 27.5 nm in diameter. 60 The molar drug concentration is over 10£ lower than for Doxil. (3) Drugs are covalently joined to RNA molecules, thereby generating complexity, a potential source of irreproducibility and problems in unloading.
The potential of DVDs from doublestranded DNA phages A more genomically stable, doublestranded DNA-encoded DDV can be developed. But, to do so, we must take account of the following observations. In contrast to what has been found for single-stranded RNA phages, doublestranded DNA phages (and doublestranded DNA viruses, in general) have been found to initially assemble a DNAfree protein shell that contains internal proteins (capsid). This pre-assembled capsid is called a procapsid (or capsid I in the case of the related phages, T3 and T7). The procapsid is typically not stable enough to be a DDV. But, the procapsid subsequently packages the DNA genome. During packaging, the genome-encapsidating protein shell changes in structure (reviews [62] [63] [64] ). The changes in the shell include a dramatic increase in physical stability, as the shell becomes more like the shell of the mature phage.
We were not surprised to find that the mature shell of both phage T7 and its relative, T3, is stable to both proteases 65 and ionic detergent (unpublished data). We expected these observations because intestinal content is a major native environment of the host, Escherichia coli. In any case, this stability is a major advantage for preventing off-target drug release by a DDV. But, neither mature phage T3 nor mature phage T7 would make a good DDV, because both are filled with DNA. Destabilization results from the pressure that the packaged DNA exerts on the protein shell. When a phage particle bursts, the DNA genome, and presumably other contents, exit.
By contrast, an empty (DNA-free) phage capsid can have the mature phage's stability to proteases and detergents. But, this capsid does not have the instability caused by packaged DNA. DDV prospects would be dramatically enhanced if a highly stable capsid retained some gating of the mature phage particle.
In a mature phage particle (T3/T7: Fig. 2A ), a ring of 12 subunits (called portal ring or connector) forms the gate for infection-initiating exit of the doublestranded DNA genome. For T3/T7, the protein encoded by gene 8 (to be called gp8) forms the 12-subunit connector. Exterior to the connector is the tail, which participates in host-adsorption and triggers DNA injection. The tail of T3/T7 consists of gp11, 12 and 17 (recent reference 66 ). 
64,67
Interior to the T3/T7 connector is a stack of layers, consisting of (in order) gp14, 15 and 16, as illustrated in Figure 2A without distinguishing the layers. Unfortunately, the connector and its gating potential are typically lost when DNA is expelled from a mature phage particle. But, fortunately, Mother Nature has provided an in vivo-produced (no in vitro assembly needed), stable, gated (connector intact), uniform-sized T3/T7 capsid that is an excellent DDV candidate, is produced in large amount and is not prone to aggregation. This candidate is a member of a sub-class of particles that are T3/T7 DNA packaging-associated, capsid I conversion products. They are all called capsid II, one version of which is illustrated in Figure 2B .
T3/T7 capsid II as a DDV A potential capsid II-DDV is easily purified from a lysate of either phage T3-or phage T7-infected cells. Figure 3 shows purification of T3 capsid II through the following sequence: (1) a cesium chloride step gradient fractionation of an entire, pre-concentrated, T3-infected cell lysate (Fig. 3A) , followed by (2) buoyant density centrifugation in a cesium chloride density gradient (Fig. 3B) of the capsid region of the step gradient (labeled CI C CII in Fig. 3A ) and then (3) buoyant density centrifugation in a Metrizamide density gradient (Fig. 3C) of a fraction from the capsid II region of the second cesium chloride density gradient (labeled CII in Fig. 3B ). The most visible capsid II band in Figure 3C was at a density of 1.086 g/ cm, a density so low that the bandforming particle is called Metrizamide low density, or MLD, capsid II (MLD CII in Fig. 3C ). MLD capsid II is the candidate DDV, as discussed below.
The capsid II designation of the MLD particle is derived from native gel electrophoresis and electron microscopy for phage T7 67 and T3. 68 Another capsid II band is at the position of MHD CII (Metrizamide high density CII) in Figure 2C , as seen by native gel electrophoresis (not shown). An illustration of the »15 A -resolution structure of the gp10 shell of T7 MLD capsid II is in Figure 7a of reference 69. The resolution now extends to 3.5 A , revealing an HK97-like gp10 conformation (F. Guo, Elena T. Wright, P. Serwer and W. Jiang, unpublished observations).
MLD capsid II is a potential DDV because the low density during Metrizamide-buoyant density centrifugation is caused by total impermeability to Metrizamide, as demonstrated in most detail for T7 MLD capsid II. 67 The largest pore in the shell of T7 MLD capsid II can have a diameter no more than 1.2 nm, based on the molecular structure of Metrizamide. 67 MLD capsid II retains its MLD character for at least 20 y during storage in Metrizamide solutions (data not shown). That is to say, Metrizamide is "sealed out" of MLD capsid II. This sealing out suggests that, if MLD capsid II can be drug-loaded via gate opening, procedures can be found to close the gate and store and use drugloaded MLD capsid II as a DDV with the drug "sealed in." In this case, the drug leakage problem is solved, in spite of the non-use of covalent drug-DDV joining. The barrier to leakage is steric, not solubility-based. Liposomal DDVs have a solubility-based barrier.
Metrizamide has a molecular weight D 789, but is no longer being sold. Nycodenz is, commercially speaking, replacing Metrizamide. Nycodenz is equivalent to Metrizamide for isolation of either T3 or T7 MLD capsid II, as far as we can tell. Nycodenz has a molecular weight of 821 and presumably is completely sealed out of MLD capsid II.
The potential for gate opening of an MLD capsid II-DDV
In contrast to the sealing out of Metrizamide and Nycodenz, slightly smaller compounds diffuse into MLD capsid II. For example, iothalamate anion (mass D 614) diffuses into T7 MLD capsid II in a period of about a day, as judged by buoyant density. 67 Bis-ANS anion (5,5 0 -bis(8-(phenylamino)-1-naphthalenesulfonate); mass D 595) enters MLD capsid II in about 2 hours at 25 C, as judged by bis-ANS fluorescence enhancement generated Figure 3 . Purification of MLD capsid II. Light scattering profiles were photographed for concentrated particles from (A) a phage T3-infected cell lysate after cesium chloride step gradient ultracentrifugation, 69 (B) capsids I and II from the gradient in (A) after buoyant density centrifugation in a cesium chloride density gradient, 69 (C) capsid II from the gradient in (B) after buoyant density centrifugation in a Metrizamide density gradient. 67 M, meniscus; B, bottom of centrifuge tube; CI, capsid I; CII, capsid II, MLD, Metrizamide low density; MHD, Metrizamide high density.
when bis-ANS binds to hydrophobic regions of internal proteins. After covalent, ultraviolet light-induced cross-linking of the bound bis-ANS, we found these proteins to be the connector protein (gp8) and proteins stacked on the connector (gps 15 and 16). 70 When bis-ANS is bound to the MLD capsid II interior, quenching of bis-ANS fluorescence is an assay for the entry of cationic dyes and related compounds. This assay was first demonstrated for ethidium cation (mass D 314). The entry time scale for ethidium was 0.5-2.0 hr. Binding of both bis-ANS and ethidium to external MLD capsid II sites occurred too rapidly to measure. 70 This previous study also identified the axial hole of the connector/core stack as the most probable site at which both bis-ANS and ethidium diffuse into MLD capsid II.
Thus, a foundation exists for developing MLD capsid II into a connector-gated DDV. Our initial test for loading (gate open) was native agarose gel electrophoresis of MLD capsid II that had been stained with bis-ANS before electrophoresis. The bis-ANS remained with MLD capsid II during electrophoresis and was detected by UV light induced visible fluorescence (not shown).
We then (1) incubated the bis-ANSstained MLD capsid II with 0.64 M Nycodenz at the temperatures ( C) indicated above lanes in Figure 4 and (2) subjected the Nycodenz-incubated, bis-ANSstained MLD capsid II to native agarose gel electrophoresis. An image of the fluorescence signal from the bis-ANS-stained MLD capsid II is in Figure 4A ; an image of protein-specific Coomassie staining of the same gel is in Figure 4B . In relation to capsid protein, the fluorescence signal in Figure 4A underwent decrease when the temperature of incubation was either 40 C or above. By contrast, this decrease began at [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] C in the absence Nycodenz (bis-ANS fluorescence: Figure 4C ; protein staining: Fig. 4D) . The difference in minimum temperature of fluorescence loss is likely to be the result of the entry of Nycodenz (gate opening) and, therefore, the Nycodenz-quenching of bis-ANS fluorescence. The 51-55 C-loss of fluorescence in the absence of Nycodenz is an assay imperfection.
To further test for loading, we performed electron microscopy after the following treatment: (1) first, a 2 hr. incubation of MLD capsid II with 0.64 M Nycodenz (2) and, then, dialysis of the Nycodenz and storage in the absence of Nycodenz for about 24 hr. When the temperature of Nycodenz-incubation was 25 C, the MLD capsid II appeared empty (Fig. 5A) . By contrast, when the temperature of incubation was 51 C, the MLD capsid II appeared filled with Nycodenz. This was the case even after the following 3 Nycodenz-removing steps: (1) post-Nycodenz dialysis, (2) subsequent purification by rate zonal centrifugation in a sucrose gradient, followed by (3) a second dialysis to remove sucrose (Fig. 5B) . That is to say, a gate (presumably the connector) had been opened by the elevated temperature and then closed, so that the Nycodenz remained in the MLD capsid II after 2x-dialysis and purification.
But, surprisingly, most Nycodenzloaded MLD capsid II particles appeared to have become smaller and more heterogeneous in size. This latter aspect is unfavorable for a DDV because the targeting properties are likely to change. A change in capsid structure is also suggested by an elevated temperature-associated lowering of mobility in Figure 4A , B. Loadingassociated change in structure is a potential limitation that must be monitored after drug loading. Nonetheless, molar drug concentrations are likely to be at least 10£ lower than the Nycodenz concentration used for Figures 4 and 5.
Generating specificity for MLD capsid II
In theory, directed evolution can be used to generate the 2 most difficult DDV capacities to obtain: RES bypass and tumor cell-specific uptake. A specific, swinging-for-the-fences example is that one might iteratively (1) inject phage T3 or T7 (infective) into a tumor-bearing organism and then (2) isolate and singleplaque purify phages that migrate to the tumor until one isolates a mutant (presumably multi-site) that preferentially accumulates in the tumor! If directed evolution were to yield a T3 or T7 phage mutant of this type, then the DDV is MLD capsid II from the mutant. A primary job of the researcher is to develop increasingly proficient procedures of directed evolution. The one proposed here should be considered only a beginning.
In previous studies, directed evolution has produced (1) phage lambda multi-site, shell protein mutants with increased survival time in live mice, apparently by reducing uptake by the RES 71 , (2) phage T3 multi-site mutants with increased ability to propagate in the presence of elevated [NaCl] 72 and (3) phage T7 host range mutants selected for propagation on mixtures of hosts of different quality, 73 among other directed phage evolution produced characteristics (review 74 ). We note that sequencing technology has advanced to the point that a complete phage genotype takes, at most, a couple of weeks to obtain, independent of the number and types of mutations present.
The procedure of the previous 3 paragraphs has limitations the most obvious of which is that some of the directed evolution-derived mutations will be in the tail. The tail is not present in MLD capsid II. To bypass this limitation, one could perform random PCR mutagenesis of part of the shell protein gene only (gene 10 for T3/T7; right of Fig. 6A ) before performing the directed evolution. To transfer mutagenized DNA to infective phage particles one might, first, PCR-fuse nonmutagenized and mutagenized DNA segments (Fig. 6B) so that homologous recombination can be used for mutagenized DNA integration and, then, recombine the fusion product into a mature genome. To increase the speed of doing this, one might further develop in vitro recombination (see reference 75 for results with T3/T7). Alternatively, one might use the more traditional technique of transfer to a plasmid and, then, in vivo recombination-transfer to infective phages.
Ultimately, the connector-gate must open for drug release when MLD capsid II reaches its target. The low pH of lysosomes might be exploited to do this job. One might also make MLD capsid II DDVs that are unloaded by an external signal, possibly radiation (microwaves or visible light, for example), depending on the type of tumor. An advantage of a MLD capsid II-based DDV is that one can modify the gate protein(s) (connector and possibly core stack) without modifying the specificity-determining protein, gp10. Thus, we minimize the chance that, when we modify specificity, we accidentally modify gating and vice versa.
We conclude by stating that the risk of attempting a MLD capsid II-based strategy is relatively small, given the relatively low expense and time needed for work with phages. If successfully implemented, this strategy can be pursued no matter how the pathology evolves, an advantage shared with phage therapy.
Discussion

Phage therapy
We have outlined a strategy, with details, for obtaining more effective phage therapy cocktails, especially for drugresistant bacterial infections. Presumably, the best time for implementation is before a (more) serious superbug plague arrives. Cocktail optimization procedures will provide intellectual property, the lack of which appears to have been inhibitory to commercialization of phage therapy in the past.
The optimal area for initial implementation appears to be the phage therapy of agricultural plants. Reasons are the Figure 4 with Bis-ANS at 250 mg/ml, MLD capsid II was incubated with 0.64 M Nycodenz at (A) 25 C and (B) 51 C. The Nycodenz was removed by dialysis and the capsids were left at 4 C for a total of 24 hr. The 51 C-incubated sample was further purified by rate zonal centrifugation in a sucrose gradient and then sucrose was removed by a second dialysis. The dialyzed MLD capsid II was, then, negatively stained with 1% sodium phosphotungstate, pH 8.4. The specimen was observed in a JEOL 100CX electron microscope.
following: (1) The need exists and has a major business and societal component.
(2) The bacterial diseases involved are typically biofilm-carried. Managing biofilms is also the current area of apparent greatest need for infections of humans. Success with a plant-model system is likely to improve the odds of success with humans. (3) Problems with investigator safety are minimal in that diseases of plants do not transfer to humans. Thus, the speed of laboratory work will not be slowed by safety precautions beyond those taken for current work with phages in the area of basic science. The use of cell envelope and other biofilm-degrading enzymes [76] [77] [78] has potential to increase effectiveness at the point of application of a phage cocktail used for biofilm-associated bacteria.
On the negative side of the ledger is the fact that biofilm-forming bacteria of plants often propagate very slowly in the laboratory. Xylella fastidiosa (the xylem-inhabiting cause of both Pierce's disease of grape vines and almond leaf scorch disease), for example, takes 5-30 d to form colonies, depending on the detail being investigated. 79 Hopefully, we can find more rapidly propagating bacterial strains for the detection and propagation of phages that are also active on either slowly propagating pathogenic strains or strains not yet cultivatable. Whether or not this crossplating strategy is feasible, the activation of endogenous phages, as discussed above, is a strategy that has the potential to be effective.
Finally, we note that we have not found evidence of any effort to determine whether herbicides have negative effects on phage propagation. One possibility is that the use of herbicides is, indeed, aggravating the problem of biofilm-carried bacterial infections of plants, by inhibiting the propagation of endogenous phages.
Managing of Neoplasms
The use of phage capsids as DDVs has been tried with filamentous DNA phages, which have single-stranded DNA. But, the strategy used for filamentous phages is more complex than the one described above. Specifically, the drugs either have to be individually covalently linked to the phage 80 or diffused into non-filamentous, capsid protein vesicles that were assembled in vitro, are non-uniform and are leaky. 81 Even at the drug-loading/sealing stage, this strategy is basically unrelated to and has success-limiting aspects more potent than those of the strategy that we have outlined. Nonetheless, implementation of this strategy has already had some success with cultured tumor cells. 82 We note that, independent of DDV-activity, phages have been found to have additional, probably immune stimulatory, therapeutic effects on tumors. 83 The loading studies performed here are the first to indicate the possibility of an in vivo-generated, highly uniform, stable, non-leaky, gated DDV. In addition, remote loading via an osmotic pressure gradient should be possible with MLD capsid II. The gradient would be generated by a MLD capsid II-impermeable compound and would increase the loading of a MLD capsid II-permeable drug. We obtain 10-20 mg of MLD capsid II from a 6-liter lysate. We have not tested phages other than T3 and T7 for the production of a MLD capsid II-like particle.
Parenthetically, we note, first, that the observed (Fig. 5 ) change in shell structure potentially reflects shell flexibility that facilitates DNA packaging (review 64 ). The contraction of T3 shells to sub-phage R E has previously been observed both during analysis of T3 DNA packaging intermediates 84 and after the expulsion of packaged DNA from shells that initially had a complete genome. 85 Thus, shell contraction, in general, is not surprising. But, loss of shell subunits is an alternative explanation for size decrease and this alternative explanation has not been empirically excluded for Figure 5 . Second, we note that MLD capsid II-targeting of bacteria, rather than cancer cells, might be used to manage intracellular bacteria, when bacteria are not manageable with either antibiotics or conventional phage therapy.
Finally, we note that, although all MLD capsid II-based DDVs will have a structural component in common, they will also, by necessity, have variability in their structure. This variability could extend to a single preparation, designed to manage a tumor in which tumor cells differ from each other, which often they do. 86, 87 The variability raises questions of cost. We suggest that the achieving of viable economics is dependent on automation. In the case of both phage therapy and phage-based DDVs, automated storage and retrieval of all strains previously generated will, with help of a database, reduce costs by producing progressively more effective starting material. In the case of DDVs, automating of the directed evolution will be critical to increasing the speed and lowering the cost. In this area, art 88 appears to have gone before science. The fusion is to non-mutagenized DNA segments that provide homology for incorporation of the mutagenized DNA into a mature T3 or T7 genome.
